Elliott #1946

action bible
study
--from THE LOCAL CHURCH IN GOD'S MISSION
(United Church Press/68), which I prepared for the United Church of Christ
denominational emphasis of that title.
This group-Bible - study method is my
"wrinkle" on a method developed by
the Swedish Bible Society during
World War I.

The Bible is the supreme literature mediating to us our historical identity.

Continuous exposure to it subtly infuses the controlling images of the
Christian way. The Emphasis encourages, as a form of group Bible study,
action Bible study. It was used extensively in the MORE (Mission On
Renewal and Evangelism) process and proved highly profitable.
Action Bible study is systematic exposure to the Church's mother literature
with one eye on the text and the other on the mission question. Who is
to do this? Persons, groups, groups already in being, action groups (task
forces) as they reflect on their action—hopefully the whole congregation
as it plans, acts, evaluates, and reshapes itself and its planning for further
action.
What does action Bible study look like? As we found we could not lay
out the planning process as a lock-step, rigid structure, but could only
list the components, so our action Bible study must be flexible but inclusive
of these elements: an ever-present consciousness of the world, the gospel,
and the congregation's own life; an intention to let the Word of God
illumine the church's present mission action; discussion about the original
meaning of texts; confession of conscience where the Word moves members to word their sins and the church's failing (to provide forgiveness
that cures' the infection, heals wounds, and releases energies for positive
action) ; sharing of insights new and old; and openness to guidance in
planning and acting as a group, as a congregation, and as persons.
Action Bible study gets everyone in on the whole process—as it were,
designing and building and flying and landing the plane. The method
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fosters an atmosphere of search, openness, quiet contemplation alternating
with passionate engagement, resulting in rewards and satisfactions. It
understands that people act on pictures in their heads and that those
pictures are more perceptual than conceptual; so the method seeU to
expose the inner depths to the essential biblical imagery, rather than
simply squeezing the Bible for ideas. Man acts on what seizes his imagination; what gets the attention of his psyche and spirit gets him, no matter
how much trouble his rationality may have in trying to construct logical
patterns.
Other materials on the Emphasis will spell out in more detail some relevant
action Bible study. Here we must be content with an approach to four
passages of Scripture, just enough to give the feel of this style of exposure
to the Bible in contemplation of missionary action. Each passage
stresses one of the four master images of the Church in the New Testament,
images through which the Church must ever understand itself and God's
Mission if it is to strive to be faithful to its reason for being and to be
loyal to its Lord.
Here, then, are the passages, one for each major image of the Church:
First Peter 2:9-10: THE PEOPLE OF GOD
Second Corinthians 5:17-20: THE NEW CREATION
Gospel of John 17:14-26: THE FELLOWSHIP IN FAITH
First Corinthians 10:14-31; 12:7-17: THE BODY OF CHRIST
EXPLORATION—Let the group choose an image, then try to keep in
mind, throughout the session, all the elements of action Bible study. If
the group thinks following the stages too mechanical, remind the members
of the purpose of musical exercises: to develop neuromuscular patterns
(good habits and sharpened skills). First order, then freedom.
SUGGESTED PROCEDURE—This process should not be used in a
hurried fashion: an hour and a half should be minimum. The passage to
be studied should be selected well in advance so someone may do some
homework on the background. Eight should be maximum size; if there
are many more than that, divide into small groups for phases 2-4 (as in
the schedule herewith). The time should be structured something like this:
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20 minutes
Phase 4: What can we do and
what should we do in the lighf of
God's dealing with us in this session?

15 minutes
Phase 1: What did the passage say
to its day? Reading of the passage
aloud to the assembled group. Comments on the background of the
passage by group member who has
studied it in advance—the group
responding with questions for
clarification.
Divide into small groups of seven or
eight.
(Aim: conceptual life—facts and
ideas.)

20 minutes
Phase 2: How does the passage
prick our conscience about our lives
and the life and mission of our
church?
Silent study, then sharing in
discussion.
(Aim: moral-ethical life.)

20 minutes
Phase 3: What new light has come
to us during this session?
Silent study, then sharing in
discussion.
(Aim: perceptual life—what we see,
perceive, grasp.)

What attitudes, habits, courses of
action do we see now as needing
changing, in our lives and in the life
and mission of our church?
Silent study, then sharing in discussion and decisions.

remainder of the time
Phase 5: Full meeting (the groups
together) for the final wrap-up.
Decisions for action.
Expression of feelings and concerns
left over.
(Aim: the life of action.)

This procedure, with many variations, has been widely used and found
to be extremely useful in stimulating honest sharing. The periods of
silence, during which persons may jot down thoughts that come to them,
are especially important. Out of the silence, words take on meaning. The
crucial dimensions are (1) the opportunity for each person to wrestle in
the group with the deeper meanings of the passage and allow the Spirit
to address him through it, and (2) the orientation toward action.
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